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Note from the author: This book is illustrated at http://fotofirstwedding.jalbum.net. Advanced

illustrations can also be found at

http://www.pinterest.com/rdoug007/photographing-your-first-wedding/ (updated continuously). It is

illustrated outside of the Kindle e-book because there are so many illustrations, they would have

caused the book to exceed Kindle's file size limitation. Also the pictures would have been much less

quality if put in the book. New sections added:Wedding photograph summary.Wedding day

preparation.Odds and ends you should know.Using a second flash after getting some

experience.Illustrated at fotofirstwedding.jalbum.net and

http://www.pinterest.com/rdoug007/photographing-your-first-wedding/. A summary of how an

advanced novice or intermediate photographer can learn how to photograph his/her first wedding.

The book is simple to understand, non-technical, and gives a good summary of equipment needed,

what to do before the wedding, talking to the bride and groom, and detailed information about

photographing the wedding and reception. It contains enough information to get you started with

weddings, but not so much information as to be confusing. The author has shot over 200 weddings

during the last 30 years. See sample wedding photographs using the methods described in this

book at http://fotofirstwedding.jalbum.net. Consider these photographs shown here as the backbone

of your first wedding. You can add your own personal style and more 'photojournalistic-style'

photographs as you progress.
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Very good step by step guide for a novice wedding photographer. I bought this book because a

friend asked me to takes some pictures at her do-it-yourself wedding and I really wanted to do a

nice job for her and her husband. I flipped through paper bound books on bookstores shelves

looking for good information, but this e-book had more tips and suggestions than some of those

hard bound books. Just follow the author's guidelines for using a camera, getting good shots, how to

set up poses and everything. Great resource for a beginner.

I like to dabble in photography and am always looking for new ideas and methods. This little book

was stuffed with tips and tricks of photographing a wedding. The author provides some details on

choosing a camera, something I never thought of before. He then suggested certain shots and

poses that couples like, things to be certain to look for and things to avoid. I was very impressed

with everything in the book.

I cannot criticize a book that is offered for this price. The value for money is phenomenal. I have

been asked to photograph a wedding and this book has given me the information I most needed.

REFUSE!

If you have never shot a wedding, or want to, then this book is for you. It takes you through a

simple, step by step method in which you can progress to becoming that professional wedding

photographer.

Great book for beginners, Lots of helpful tips and tricks of the wedding photography trade. Loved

that went directly with my kindle so that I can easily carry it with me

The Kindle edition is not my favorite. Each time you need to get to a specific page it's not easy at all

!! And when you need to find some info, you have to get on the computer which is not the most

practical when you're not home !!!Please make a book format ASAP !!! THANK YOU !



Nothing special in this book that I couldn't have found for free on a blog. Lots of grammatical errors

in the introduction - made it hard for me to read and take seriously.
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